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We are less than four months 
into the centenary of the 
Great War and there has 

already been a surge in published 
material relevant to the conflict, as well 

as a lot of televisual material. Some of 
the published works on WWI aviation 

have been excellent but others that I’ve seen appear to come 
from writers and publishers jumping on the bandwagon 
and making something of a mess of things. Thankfully, the 
quality of contributions to this journal remains impeccable 
and sets a standard that others will find hard to follow. Those 
contributions are becoming more international, something 
that can only broaden the journal’s appeal and, hopefully, 
sustain the level of Society membership. 

This Issue
In my opinion, one of the most moving articles to have 
appeared in this journal was Dear Enemy by Elimor 
Makevet and Dieter Gröschel, which appeared in Vol 43/3. 
I was, therefore, delighted when Dieter contacted me with a 
proposal for another contribution and I wasn’t disappointed 
when the manuscript arrived. The story of Walter Hauck’s 
varied life is fascinating and, I’m sure, will provide members 
with a good read.

The European scope of the issue continues with David 
Méchin’s account of the disastrous Zeppelin raid of 19/20 
October 1917, and suggests an interesting possible reason for 
the loss of the five airships. 

I’m convinced that the vast majority of our readers want 
to see good quality, previously unpublished photographs 
of aircraft and so have no problem with including From the 
Albums features. Paul Leaman’s offer of the Gerhardt-Japp 
collection was too good to miss. It contains some rare images 
and their quality was such that some have been reproduced 
on the rear covers. Usually, that space carries colour artwork 
but there are examples of that in the Zeppelin feature and so 
I consider my decision justified. The number of interesting 
photographs was, however, greater than the space available 
for such a pictorial feature and so the remainder of the images 
will appear in Vol 46/1; they include some excellent shots of 
captured allied machines.

The Atlas of German and Foreign Seaplanes is an ongoing 
series and, having already included two German themed 
articles, I wanted to keep a balance to the issue. Therefore, this 
issue contains the very short, but interesting, account of the 
little known Kaiserliche Werften machines.

The 2014 CCI Seminar comprised presentations from a 
bunch of well-known and respected historians and it is my 
intention to publish as many as possible. The first is Phil 
Jarrett’s, based on the recollections of Squadron Leader 
A.A. Walser, relating to his service in the Aegean. It not only 
provides further insight to the Gallipoli campaign but also 
presents a selection of tasty photographs.

I wanted to end Volume 45 with a ‘blockbuster’ article 
that would epitomise the quality of CCI material and what 
better way than to use Stewart Taylor’s biography of 3N/203 
Squadron pilot F.C. Armstrong. There can be few, if any, 
researchers who have interviewed as many WWI veterans as 
Stewart and his articles are always full of interesting snippets 
of information, particularly character assessments, and loaded 
with photographs. I consider CCI fortunate to be able to draw 
on Stewart’s seemingly endless bank of information.

This issue also sees the inclusion of the first sheets of the 
Ordnance Survey maps for Scotland, to accompany the 
Gazetteer. A different layout has been adopted because of the 

fact that large areas of that country were devoid of flying sites. 
As can be seen, maps of the relevant areas have been combined 
and, by doing so, it has been possible to reduce the number of 
necessary sheets to four. A similar process will be adopted for 
the Ireland map sheets.

The Gazetteer will have run its course by Vol 46/3 and will 
conclude with amendments and additions that have come 
to light since the series started. It would be nice to think that 
something similar could be done in the future. I’ve had a brief 
chat with Andy Kemp about sites in Italy but wonder whether 
there’s anyone knowledgeable and brave enough to tackle sites 
in France, Belgium and Germany in depth. I’d willingly draw 
any site plans and produce labelled location maps.

Volume 46
I have a good stock of articles to hand but, as ever, would 
welcome more contributions. The greater the stock available, 
the more balanced each issue can become.

In addition to further biographies from Stewart, articles 
already being set up for use in 2015 cover a range of topics.

Interestingly, they include a detailed biography of Lt Arthur 
Hat Jones, who flew Nieuports and SPADs with the 147th Aero 
Squadron USAS. It’s a long time since we’ve had a feature on an 
American, with such material tending to appear in our trans-
Atlantic equivalent. Its inclusion can only broaden the appeal 
of CCI.

The second of the Seminar presentations will be Paul 
Hare’s High Altitude Reconnaissance, 1914 Style – an account 
of the RE5 that is accompanied by a number of interesting 
photographs.

Colin Owers provided us with a detailed study of the 
Phoenix Cork in Vol 45/1 and he has followed that up with a 
similar study of the Porte Baby that includes drawings and a 
multitude of photographs to illustrate the development and 
service use of that flying boat.

Another contributor of highly detailed articles is Ian Burns, 
who has produced a feature on the RNAS use of kite balloons, 
with particular reference to the work of HMS Manica, Canning 
and Hector in the Aegean. The work of the Kite Balloon 
Sections is often overlooked and so it feels good that CCI is 
able to make amends.

15 September 1916 was a bad day for the RFC in general and 
for 70 Squadron in particular. Michael Durey has provided a 
look at the losses on that day, the start of the Battle of Flers-
Courcelette.

Few families were unaffected by WWI and David Fuller has 
contributed the story of three Canadian brothers who served 
with the RFC; only one survived, the other two were both 
killed in action. Mick Davis


